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Abstract
Can there be ‘peaceful coexistence’ between quantum theory and special
relativity? Thirty years ago, Shimony hoped that isolating the culprit (i.e.
the false assumption) in proofs of Bell inequalities as Outcome Independence
would secure such peaceful coexistence: or, if not secure it, at least show a
way—maybe the best or only way—to secure it.
In this paper, I begin by being sceptical of Shimony’s approach, urging that
we need a relativistic solution to the quantum measurement problem (Section
2). Then I analyse Outcome Independence in Kent’s realist one-world Lorentzinvariant interpretation of quantum theory (Section 3 and 4). Then I consider
Shimony’s other condition, Parameter Independence, both in Kent’s proposal
and more generally, in the light of recent remarkable theorems by Colbeck,
Renner and Leegwater (Section 5).
For both Outcome Independence and Parameter Independence, there is a
striking analogy with the situation in pilot-wave theory. Finally, I will suggest
that these recent theorems make some kind of peaceful coexistence mandatory
for someone who, like Shimony, endorses Parameter Independence.
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Introduction

My topic is the assumption of proofs of Bell inequalities that is usually considered ‘the
culprit’, i.e. considered to be shown false by the experimental violation of the Bell inequality in question. Thirty years ago, Shimony (1984, 1986) argued that denying this
assumption (‘condemning this culprit’), which he called ‘Outcome Independence’ (i.e.
accepting its negation, Outcome Dependence) would secure a ‘peaceful coexistence’
between quantum non-locality and relativity theory.
My discussion will proceed in two main stages: first, Section 2, and then Sections
3 to 5. The stages are linked by a common theme, viz. that Outcome Independence,
and so also its negation, Outcome Dependence, use a merely schematic notion of
‘outcome’; (and similarly, their contrasted notion of ‘parameter’ is schematic). This
will mean that Outcome Dependence does not itself give the detailed physical account
that peaceful coexistence needs (Section 2). But this negative verdict prompts a
positive project: to examine a detailed physical account—I take that of Adrian Kent—
and assess whether Outcome Dependence holds in it. I do this in Sections 3 and 4.
This project then prompts, in Section 5, a final discussion of whether the obvious
‘alternative culprit’—the condition Shimony called ‘Parameter Independence’—holds
in Kent’s proposal. The main message of this final discussion will be to underline the
importance of theorems by Colbeck and Renner (made rigorous by Landsman), and
by Leegwater.
The rest of this Introduction will spell out this plan in more detail.
Thus I begin in Section 2 by urging that our predicament is not as fortunate as
Shimony hoped. Outcome Dependence does not—at least by itself—secure peaceful
coexistence, for someone (such as Shimony and myself) seeking a ‘realist’ and ‘oneworld’ interpretation of quantum theory. For the schematic notion of ‘outcome’ in
Outcome Dependence leads inevitably into the quantum measurement problem. So
if one rejects solving this problem by adopting some kind of ‘instrumentalism’, or by
saving ‘realism’ with some kind of ‘many worlds’ solution, one needs a realist oneworld—and relativistic—solution. Once given such a solution, one can then define
‘outcome’ (unschematically!) and assess whether Outcome Independence fails.
So the gist of Section 2 is scepticism about Shimony’s hope: forgive me, Abner!
But I note that in his final years, he himself came to doubt the proposal (2009: 489;
2009a: Section 7, (1)). It is not just that he was a long-standing advocate of some
process of dynamical reduction, i.e. of non-unitary evolution of isolated quantum
systems.1 He also cites Bell, who seems to have doubted the proposal. Although (so
far as I know) Bell did not explicitly discuss Shimony’s distinction between Outcome
Independence and Parameter Independence (cf. Section 2 for definitions), he of course
resisted making a fundamental interpretative distinction between outcomes (i.e. mea1

For the dynamical reduction programme, cf. e.g. Bassi and Ghirardi (2003) and Pearle’s essay
(2009) in honour of Shimony. For Shimony’s advocacy, cf. e.g. his (1990) and (2009a: Section 7,
(2)). Excellent philosophical discussions include Myrvold (2002, 2003, 2017).
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surement results) and parameters (i.e. apparatus-settings). His viewpoint was that
a pointer-reading (outcome) and a knob-setting (parameter) are both macrophysical
facts, and so surely on equal terms, as regards whether a curious (i.e. unscreenableoff) correlation between examples of them at spacelike separation violates relativity
theory. As he might put it: ‘surely Nature, in her causal structure, does not care
whether a macrophysical fact is ‘controllable’ by humans, in the way a knob-setting,
but not a pointer-reading, is—or at least seems to be?’ This viewpoint is especially
clear in his last essays, ‘Against measurement’ (2004: p. 213-7, 227-30) and ‘La
nouvelle cuisine’ (2004: p. 237-8, 244-6): Shimony cites this last reference.
From Section 3 onwards, I turn to the positive project. Section 3 introduces my
chosen realist and relativistic one-world interpretation, namely Kent’s (2014, 2015,
2016). Indeed, my aim is in part simply to advertise Kent’s proposal. For I think
philosophers’ discussions of the interpretation of quantum theory, especially the measurement problem, focus too much on the ‘usual suspects’, especially dynamical reduction, ‘many worlds’ and the pilot-wave.2 Then in Section 4, I use the fact that
Kent’s proposed beable—Bell’s jargon for preferred quantity, whose extra values solve
the measurement problem—makes precise, and unschematic, the idea of an outcome,
to investigate whether his interpretation satisfies Outcome Dependence.
The situation will be interestingly analogous to that for the pilot-wave theory. It
is well-known to satisfy Outcome Independence at the ‘micro-level’, i.e. the level of
its hidden variables (particles’ positions), while recovering Outcome Dependence at
the observable level of experimental statistics by averaging over the hidden variables.
I will urge that despite Kent’s proposal being otherwise very different from the pilotwave theory, the situation is analogous: Outcome Independence at the ‘micro-level’,
and Outcome Dependence at the observable level.
This verdict prompts the question: what about the other much-discussed locality
condition or ‘possible culprit’—the condition Shimony called ‘Parameter Independence’ ? Does it hold in Kent’s proposal? This question is hard to answer, and must
wait for another occasion. But in Section 5, I briefly address it. I will make two main
points, both arising from some recent theorems. The first is about Kent, the second
about peaceful coexistence. (I owe the first to discussion with Guido Bacciagaluppi
and Gijs Leegwater: to whom my thanks.)
First: Theorems by Colbeck and Renner, and by Leegwater, give us powerful tools for addressing our question about Parameter Independence. For they say
(roughly speaking!) that, under some apparently natural assumptions: any theory
that supplements orthodox quantum theory must violate either a ‘no conspiracy’ assumption, or Parameter Independence. It is clear, even allowing for rough speaking
and for the unmentioned assumptions, that this result is important for understanding
quantum theory, quite apart from evaluating Kent’s proposal. After all: as is well2

My (2015) is another such effort. But there are several other proposals deserving more attention
from philosophers, such as those of Allahverdyan et al. (2013), and Landsman and co-authors (2013,
2013a, 2017 Chapters 10.1-3, 11.4).
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known, Bell was prompted to prove his first non-locality theorem by his awareness that
the pilot-wave theory was non-local in the way we now call ‘Parameter Dependent’,
so that he naturally asked himself whether any supplementation of quantum theory
had to be non-local.3 Since then, we have learnt—again, following Bell’s lead—to
prove Bell inequalities for stochastic rather than deterministic hidden variables, and
to distinguish subtly different ‘locality’ assumptions: in particular, we have learnt,
following Shimony, to distinguish between Outcome Dependence and Parameter Dependence.
So the Colbeck, Renner and Leegwater theorems are remarkable—one might say,
ironic—for leading us back, after all these years, to see Parameter Independence,
which Bell long ago saw as violated by the pilot-wave theory, as the central locality notion—the notion that, on pain of some ‘conspiracy’, any supplementation of
quantum theory must deny. So here again, my aim will be in part to advertise the
theorems to philosophers—just as I wish to advertise Kent’s proposal.
So the obvious question arising here is whether Kent’s proposal is again (as for
Outcome Independence) analogous to pilot-wave theory: which obeys ‘no conspiracy’ and of course violates Parameter Independence. At first sight, it seems that the
answer is Yes, despite Kent’s significant differences from pilot-wave theory. (These
differences go well beyond his proposal being relativistic. For example, it does not
use position as its preferred quantity (beable); and it invokes a final condition of its
quantity, rather than, as in the pilot-wave theory, an initial condition.) But we will
see that on reflection, the analogy falters. For Kent’s proposal may violate ‘no conspiracy’: though as I shall stress, ‘conspiracy’ is an unfair label, since there is nothing
conspiratorial (or suspicious or ‘spooky’) about the violation. So the upshot will be
that, despite these theorems, Kent’s proposal may yet obey Parameter Independence,
even while supplementing orthodox quantum theory—and solving the measurement
problem!
My second, and final, point will turn on the fact that these theorems say
that Parameter Independence and ‘no conspiracy’ lead to ‘unsupplemented’ quantum
theory. (Leegwater’s theorem is especially impressive, in being free of assumptions
beyond these two.) This means in effect, that they make some kind of peaceful coexistence mandatory for someone who, like Shimony, endorses Parameter Independence.
To sum up this Introduction:— The upshot of the paper will be twofold:
(1): On the one hand, Shimony’s hope for peaceful coexistence is alive and well.
Indeed, recent theorems in a sense make it ‘mandatory’.
(2): But on the other hand: peaceful coexistence needs more than a judicious or
subtle choice of which assumption of a Bell theorem (which ‘locality condition’) to
3

As is also well-known, he asked himself this question in print, in the closing paragraph of his
ground-breaking first paper on hidden variables: a paper which, due to an editorial oversight at
Reviews of Modern Physics, was only published in 1966, i.e. after he had given a ‘Yes’ answer to
the question for deterministic hidden variables, in his 1964 proof of a Bell inequality.
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deny. It will probably need no less than an agreed relativistic solution to the quantum
measurement problem. And in seeking such a solution—in particular, in developing
Kent’s solution—we need to bear in mind whatever constraints on the solution are
implied by general theorems like those of Colbeck, Renner and Leegwater.

2

Does Outcome Dependence secure ‘Peaceful Coexistence’ ?

In this Section, I will (i) introduce Shimony’s proposal that Outcome Dependence
promises peaceful coexistence (Section 2.1); then (ii) report the details of the proposal
(Section 2.2), and (iii) give some reasons for scepticism about this promise (Section
2.3).

2.1

Shimony’s proposal

Shimony proposed (1984, p. 131-136; 1986, 146-154; following Jarrett (1984)) that
denying Outcome Independence led, or at least promised to lead, to some sort of
‘peaceful coexistence’ between quantum nonlocality and relativity theory. This proposal was based on Jarrett’s insight: that the assumption that had hitherto been the
main one in proofs of Bell inequalities (then usually called ‘factorizability’ or ‘conditional stochastic independence’) is a conjunction of two conditions—so that one
could deny one, but not the other. (Details in Section 2.2.) Shimony labelled them
‘Outcome Independence’ (OI) and ‘Parameter Independence’ (PI).
Both assumptions concern the traditional two-wing Bell experiment (but can be
generalized to set-ups with three or more wings/‘parties’). Roughly speaking: Outcome Independence says that, conditional on sufficient information (including the
choice of the two quantities to be measured), the outcome in one wing is stochastically independent of the outcome in the other wing; while Parameter Independence
says that the outcome in one wing is (conditional on sufficient information: including
the quantity chosen in that wing, and the outcome in the other wing) stochastically
independent of the choice of quantity to be measured in the other wing. (So here,
the quantity chosen is dubbed ‘parameter’, though ‘setting’ would be clearer.)
Thus Jarrett and Shimony proposed that in the light of Bell inequalities being
violated, it is OI, not PI, that we should deny. It will be convenient to have labels for
the negations of these assumptions: so we speak of ‘Parameter Dependence’ (PD),
and ‘Outcome Dependence’ (OD).
Jarrett’s and Shimony’s reason for denying OI instead of PI, and saying that OD
combined with PI led to, or at least promised, peaceful coexistence with relativity
theory centred around the ideas that:
(i): since experimenters could choose parameters i.e. settings, PD would enable
6

one experimenter to signal to the other her choice of parameter, which for spacelikerelated regions would amount to superluminal signalling; while on the other hand
(ii): experimenters could not choose (nor, apparently: influence) which outcome occurred, so that OD did not threaten superluminal signalling: it instead reflected, or at least suggested, a ‘holism’ of the quantum correlations—which one might
well hope relativity could accommodate.4
This viewpoint was also supported by analysing which of the conditions, OI and
PI, are obeyed by the two ‘obvious’ theories one might consider: on the one hand,
orthodox quantum theory; and on the other, its well-known rival—the pilot-wave
theory. In the metaphor of the court-room: it was supported by these two theories’
verdicts about these conditions.
The overall point here is that one can consider different theories’ verdicts, because
the conditions are schematic. For they are equations about probabilities, with notations for outcomes, for apparatus-settings (i.e. quantity-choices, ‘parameters’), and a
‘hidden variable’ or ‘complete state’ of the pair: they say nothing physical about outcomes etc. So given a theory, it is a matter of judgment exactly which of its notions to
take the schema’s notations to refer to, so as to get a verdict on whether the condition
is obeyed. But for these two theories, applied to the two-wing Bell experiment, there
are very natural judgments about the interpretation of the schema’s notations. And
applying these, we find:
(i): orthodox quantum theory obeys PI, but not OI;
(ii): the pilot-wave theory obeys OI, but not PI.
Section 2.2 gives details. Then Section 2.3 urges scepticism.

2.2
2.2.1

The conditions and their diverse verdicts
Parameter independence and outcome independence

Consider stochastic models of the usual two-wing Bell experiment. We represent the
two possible choices of measurement on the left (L) wing by a1 , a2 ; and on the right (R)
wing, by b1 , b2 . The idea is that a complete state (“hidden variable”) λ ∈ Λ encodes
all the factors that influence the measurement outcomes that are settled before the
particles enter the apparatuses, and that are therefore not causally or stochastically
dependent on the measurement choices. So λ specifies probabilities for outcomes ±1
of the various single and joint measurements:
prλ,ai (±1) , prλ,bj (±1) , and prλ,ai ,bj (±1& ± 1) ; i, j = 1, 2.

(2.1)

We also represent outcomes by Ai , Bi , i = 1, 2, where Ai = ±1 is the event that
measuring ai yields ±1. We will also use x as a variable over a1 , a2 ; X as a variable over
4

From a large subsequent literature, let me pick out just: an early collection, Cushing and
McMullin (1989), Jarrett’s essay in honour of Shimony (2009), Myrvold’s recent (2016) statement of
a position similar to Shimony’s—and a more sceptical position of my own (2007: especially Sections
3.1 and 3.3, pp. 825-832, 846-851).
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A1 , A2 and their negations (i.e., outcomes ∓1); and for the right wing, we similarly
use y and Y .
Observable probabilities are predicted by averaging over λ. For example, the
observable left wing single probability for A1 = +1 is:
Z
prλ,a1 (+1) dρ .
(2.2)
pr(A1 = +1) :=
Λ

Here, the use of the same measure ρ irrespective of which quantity, e.g. a1 vs. a2 ,
is chosen to be measured, encodes a locality assumption. Namely, that there is no
correlation between (i) the causal factors influencing which quantity, e.g. a1 vs. a2 ,
is measured, and (ii) the causal factors influencing which value of λ is realized.
This assumption seems very reasonable, especially if one takes the causal factors
(i) to be localized in the wings of the experiment, and the causal factors (ii) to be
localized in the central source of the emitted particle-pairs. One thinks: would it not
be a conspiracy if there was a correlation between such surely disparate causal factors?
So we shall grant this assumption without demur—for most of this paper. But at
the end of Section 5.1, we shall see that it can be denied for wholly unproblematic
reasons, if λ encodes facts about a final boundary condition, and thereby can encode
information in that boundary condition about traces (records) of earlier choices of
measurement. (So it would be misleading to think of such a λ as localized in the
central source.) Besides: since the notion of a ‘hidden variable’ λ is schematic (as
stressed at the start of Section 1), considering such a λ is wholly legitimate. On
the other hand, a ‘reassurance’: invoking such a final boundary condition does not
necessarily imply that any probability measure over the final boundary conditions
must depend on which quantity has been previously measured.
In any case, the assumption of locality used in Bell’s theorem, that is traditionally most focussed on, is: ‘factorizability’ or ‘conditional stochastic independence’.
This says: the joint probabilities prescribed by each value of λ factorize into the
corresponding single probabilities.5 In our notation:
∀λ; ∀x, y; ∀X, Y = ±1 : prλ,x,y (X&Y ) = prλ,x (X) · prλ,y (Y ) .

(2.3)

Jarrett’s and Shimony’s main formal point is that eq. 2.3 is the conjunction of two
apparently disparate independence conditions for a probability of a “local” i.e. “thiswing” result.6 The first is, roughly speaking, independence from the measurement
5

This condition is found in, for example: Bell’s 1971 paper (2004: p. 36-38), Clauser and Horne
(1974: eq. (2’), p. 528), and Shimony (2009a: Section 2 eq. (10), and Section 4 eq. (37)). The
facts that this condition (i) occurs in both the Bell, and the Clauser and Horne, papers, and (ii)
suffices, together with our earlier ‘no conspiracy’ assumption (that ρ in eq. 2.2 is independent of
which quantity is measured), for a Bell inquality, were first clarified by Shimony, Horne, Clauser and
Bell in a famous 1976 exchange. It is reprinted as Bell et al. (1985), and as Chapter 12 of Shimony
(1993).
6
Jarrett (1984) is the most thorough early source for this ‘conjunction’ point. But we should recall
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choice in the other wing; called ‘Parameter Independence’ (PI) (where ‘parameter’
means ‘apparatus-setting’):
∀λ; x, y; X, Y = ±1 : prλ,x (X) = prλ,x,y (X) := prλ,x,y (X&Y ) + prλ,x,y (X&¬Y ) ;
(2.4)
and similarly for R-probabilities. The second condition is, roughly, independence
from the outcome obtained in the other wing: ‘Outcome Independence’ (OI):
∀λ, x, y; X, Y = ±1 : prλ,x,y (X&Y ) = prλ,x,y (X) · prλ,x,y (Y ) .

(2.5)

Then Bell’s theorem states that any stochastic model obeying eq. 2.3, or equivalently, eq. 2.4 and 2.5 is committed to a Bell inequality governing certain combinations
of probabilities: which is experimentally violated. On the other hand, quantum theory is not committed to such an inequality—and its predictions for these combinations
of probabilities are confirmed.7
2.2.2

The orthodox verdict: the ‘no signalling theorem’

Given that Bell inequalities are violated by quantum theory and by experiment: the
usual verdict is that OI is false. In particular, quantum theory obeys PI but not OI.
More precisely: let us exploit the schematic nature of Section 2.2.1’s conditions, and
so put a quantum mechanical state for each λ, and take the probabilities at a given
λ to be given by the orthodox Born rule. Then we infer that:—
(a): PI holds. It is now a statement of the orthodox quantum no-signalling
theorem (e.g. Ghirardi et al. (1980), Shimony (1984: 134-6), Redhead (1987: Section 4.6, 113-116)). This theorem says that single-wing probabilities are not affected
by any distant-wing non-selective measurement (i.e. measurement with no outcome
selected). To prove it, the measurement process is often modelled as a projective
or POVM measurement, i.e. with the “projection postulate”. Thus in non-selective
projective measurement of a quantity Q with pure discrete spectrum and spectral
decomposition Q = Σ qn Πn , the initial density matrix ρ is changed by measurement
to Σ Πn ρΠn . Then the theorem is immediately proven in the density matrix formalism, using the cyclicity of trace and the commutation of the L- and R-quantities (cf.
Jordan 1983).
van Fraassen’s brief but masterly exposition, which dubs Parameter Independence ‘Hidden Locality’,
and Outcome Independence ‘Causality’ (1982: principles IV and III, respectively, p. 31). Incidentally, Shimony himself came to agree that ‘parameter’ was too general a word for ‘distant setting’.
His (2009a: equations 8 and 9) replaces the label ‘Parameter Independence’ by ‘Remote Context
Independence’, and correspondingly ‘Outcome Independence’ by ‘Remote Outcome Independence’.
But I shall stick to using the established labels.
7
Shimony (2009a: Sections 3 to 5) surveys experimental aspects. Fine recent discussions of the
contents of the various versions of the theorem include Brown and Timpson (2016), Wiseman and
Cavalcanti (2017).
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(b): OI fails, as a mathematical triviality except in the special case of the quantum state being a product state, which of course makes the relevant probabilities factorize. (In terms of density matrices: for any projectors ΠL , ΠR representing outcomes
on the left and right respectively, a product state ρL ⊗ ρR gives tr(ΠL ⊗ ΠR . ρL ⊗ ρR )
= tr(ΠL ρL )tr(ΠR ρR ).) Of course, as Shimony and Jarrett admit, and much of the
literature (cf. footnotes 5 to 8) stresses, this mathematical triviality should not blind
us to the intuitive plausibility of factorizability, eq. 2.3. One feels that, given the
measurement choices (parameters): if λ is the complete state of the pair, the probability conditional on it of a L-outcome must be unaffected by conditioning on further
information about the R-outcome. It is from this intuition that the mysteriousness
of—and historically, the surprise at—violations of Bell inequalities, arises.
2.2.3

The heterodox verdict: the pilot-wave

If we turn to the pilot-wave theory (e.g. Bohm and Hiley (1992), Bricmont (2016),
Holland (1993)), then the orthodox quantum verdicts, (a) and (b), in Section 2.2.2
are reversed, once we identify the “hidden variable” λ occurring in PI and OI with
what in the pilot-wave theory, one naturally considers the complete, or total, state.
In the most-studied versions of pilot-wave theory, the preferred quantity (beable)
whose extra values solve the measurement problem, is the position of point-particles.
So the natural notion of complete state is: the conjunction of (or: the ordered pair
comprising) the quantum state (especially: the wave-function on configuration space)
and the particles’ possessed positions.
This reversal of verdicts is normally stated for the non-relativistic pilot-wave theory, and its description of experiments that use Stern-Gerlach magnets to measure
spin; and I will follow this. (But it also holds for relativistic versions, which retain
an absolute simultaneity structure.). These descriptions take the wave-packet of one
of the two particles, say the left particle, to be incident on a bifurcation plane across
the magnet: the interaction with the magnetic field then splits the wave packet in
two, the two halves being swept away from the plane—and the point-particle gets
swept along within whichever ‘half-packet’ it happens to be in. That is; it gets swept
away from the plane without crossing it. So the pilot-wave theory makes precise the
two possible outcomes—spin being ‘up’ or ‘down’ in the direction concerned—in as
straightforward a way as you could wish for: in the point-particle being, indeed, ‘up’
or ‘down’ relative to the plane. (Cf. e.g. Dewdney et al. (1987: Sections 3-5, p.
4721-4730), Holland (1993, Sections 11.2-11.3, p. 465-476), Barrett (1999, 127-132),
Bricmont (2016, Section 5.14, 141-150).)
Thus the situation is:—
(a): PI fails. In each individual run of the experiment, there is action-at-adistance; or, phrased more cautiously: instantaneous functional dependence of the
value of a quantity ‘here’, on the choice of a measurement setting at a distant loca-
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tion. The reason, in short, is that point-particles’ possessed positions evolve according
to the guidance equation—which for an entangled state of two particles, makes the
velocity of each particle instantaneously dependent on the position of the other. In
more detail: the momentum of each particle, i = 1, 2 is given by pi = ∇i S, where
S ≡ S(x1 , x2 ) is the phase of the wave function in configuration space. This means
that the possessed position of particle 1 (respectively, 2) contributes to where in configuration space the gradient is taken, for determining the momentum of particle 2
(respectively 1). So in a Bell experiment, the position of, for example, the R-particle,
swept upwards from its bifurcation plane, contributes to determining the momentum,
and so the later position, of the L-particle. The orthodox quantum probabilities, and
in particular the no-signalling theorem, are then recovered at the observable level, by
averaging over the “hidden variables”, i.e. the possessed positions, using the Bornrule distribution. (And more generally: the much-celebrated empirical equivalence
with orthodox quantum theory is obtained by such averaging. But if another distribution is used, signalling would be possible. Besides, this point generalizes to other
deterministic hidden variable theories that reproduce quantum theoretic statistics by
a ‘quantum equilibrium’ distribution of hidden variables; (Valentini 2002, 2002a).)
(b): OI holds. The reason, in short, is that Outcome Independence is trivial for a
deterministic theory. Given the measurement choices (parameters), and a state rich
enough to determine an L-outcome, conditioning on a distant R-outcome gives no further information. And of course, the pilot-wave theory, with λ taken to contain not
just the quantum state but also the possessed positions (or corresponding “beables”
in other versions), is deterministic. (Agreed, there are subtleties about this last statement: (thanks to Bryan Roberts for stressing this). The existence and uniqueness
of solutions for the combined Schrödinger and guidance equations is guaranteed only
under certain, albeit reasonable, conditions. But I shall set these subtleties aside:
Berndl (1996) is a review, and details are in Berndl et al. (1995).)

2.3

Too easy?

Taken together, the verdicts in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 seem to support the idea
that OD, with PI, makes for peaceful coexistence between quantum theory and relativity. For orthodox quantum theory seems ‘at peace’ with relativity, thanks to its
no-signalling theorem; while the pilot-wave theory being ‘at war’ is explicitly shown
by its violating PI—a ‘state of war’ that its obeying OI does not calm.8
But on examination, this support is questionable. It is not just that, as we have
stressed, the conditions OD etc. are schematic. More specifically:
8

Similarly, some authors (Howard 1989, Teller 1989) suggested that the moral of OD was that
quantum theory exhibited a species of holism or non-separability. Cf. Morganti (2009: Section 2)
as an example of the ongoing philosophical discussion. But as the sequel indicates, I concur with
Henson (2013: p. 1021-1028, Section 3.1-3.4) that this moral does not, as Henson puts it, ‘relieve
the problem of Bell’s theorem’.
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(1): Note that the no-signalling theorem uses only commutation of the two
quantities that get measured. Nothing is assumed about the spacetime location of
the measurements. Indeed, the theorem is often presented (e.g. Redhead 1987, p.
113-116; Bohm and Hiley 1992, p. 139-140) in a wholly non-relativistic quantum
formalism that, “notoriously”, allows superluminal propagation: in particular, wavepackets with an initially compact spatial support spreading instantaneously. So,
as some authors (e.g. Muller 1999, p. 242) point out: for this formalism, the nosignalling theorem is really a ‘coincidence’, since nothing in the conceptual framework
of the formalism suggests a non-selective measurement must be forbidden from affecting the statistics of a distant measurement.9
(2): Mentioning outcomes, and saying that they cannot be influenced (‘controlled’ as Shimony puts it) puts one face-to-face with the measurement problem: how
does quantum theory represent a definite experimental outcome? Or perhaps better:
how can it? Or: how should it? This problem was of course repeatedly pressed by Bell
in his condemnation of orthodox quantum theory’s ‘shifty split’ (i.e. its vagueness
about the quantum-classical transition), and its shifty replacement of the ‘and’ of
superposition by the ‘or’ of an ignorance-interpretable mixture (2004: p. 93-4, 117-8,
155-6, 213-7, 245-6). Even setting aside all issues about quantum nonlocality, this
problem still has no agreed answer—and the best of authorities continue to press the
problem (e.g. Isham (1995, Sections 8.5, 9.4), Leggett (2002), Ghirardi (2009), Landsman (2017, Chapter 11)). Besides: considering quantum nonlocality only aggravates
the problem. For we have no agreed relativistic description of quantum measurement processes: in particular, no agreed relativistic formulation of the ‘collapse of
the wave-packet’ (whether the collapse is treated as a fundamental physical process,
or as in some way effective or even subjective). And we have no consensus about how
to obtain one. Again, various authors have pressed the problem. Among discussions
of how OD in particular bears on these issues, earlier work includes Butterfield (1992:
Section 7, p. 72f.), Clifton and Jones (1993), Muller (1999); and recent work includes
Norsen (2009, 2011) and Henson (2013). All these authors are sceptical that OD
secures ‘peaceful coexistence’.
Agreed, I have stated the measurement problem—as do Bell and the other authors
cited—in terms that set aside solutions that are ‘instrumentalist’ rather than ‘realist’, or that save ‘realism’ with some kind of ‘many worlds’ solution.10 And I frankly
admit to hoping, as Shimony did, for a realist one-world—and relativistic—solution.
Hence my positive project, from Section 3 onwards, to focus on one such proposal.
9

This point echoes Bell’s viewpoint, mentioned in Section 1. But perhaps one should say, so as
to reflect one’s hope of reconciling the quantum with relativity: not ‘coincidence’, but ‘manna from
Heaven’.
10
Fine recent versions of ‘instrumentalism’ include Friederich (2015, Chapters 7-10) and Healey
(2017: Chapter 4, especially Section 4.6 pp. 72-74, and Chapter 10, especially Section 10.6, pp. 179183: building on his previous (2012, 2013, 2014)). For ‘many worlds’, Wallace (2012) is nowadays
the locus classicus.
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To sum up this Section: we cannot expect peaceful coexistence to be readily established: in particular, not just by appealing to OD. The word ‘outcome’ leads
to the measurement problem; and correlatively, so does the contrast made by OI
and PI between outcomes and parameters. The apparent neatness of the contrast
in the equations of OI and PI belies controversial issues about what the quantum
state represents, and how measurement processes unfold—especially in a relativistic
spacetime.

3

Kent’s proposal for a realist one-world Lorentzinvariant interpretation

This Section presents Kent’s proposal (2014, 2015, 2016): first its strategy (Section
3.1), then its details (Section 3.2). The details involve three stages, of which the
third is the main one (Section 3.2.1). Then we can see how Kent recovers both
the empirical success of orthodox quantum theory, and a single actual quasiclassical
history (Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3).

3.1

The strategy

We imagine, to begin with, that we are given a Lorentz-invariant quantum theory
defined on Minkowski spacetime, which is able to rigorously describe interactions, in
particular measurements, and which describes the total system as evolving unitarily.
Agreed: we in fact—notoriously—do not have a rigorous formulation of an empirically adequate Lorentz-invariant quantum theory describing interactions. (Not even
such a theory of the basic interactions between microphysical entities like electrons
and photons, let alone measurement interactions.) But Kent’s proposal for how we
should augment such a theory can be understood, and assessed, without knowing all
the details of such a theory. For although Kent’s proposal must refer to interactions,
he endorses (and indeed uses) the conventional though non-rigorous Lorentz-invariant
physics of interactions. And there is every reason to think that what he postulates additionally, about the values of a preferred physical quantity (traditionally ‘observable’;
but better: ‘beable’) and their probabilities, will not conflict with this conventional
physics: nor with a rigorous formulation of it, were we ever to have such.11
The aim is to augment this theory in a precise way so as to give a realist one-world
Lorentz-invariant interpretation of quantum theory (modulo the issues just mentioned
about describing interactions both rigorously and empirically adequately).12
11

As we will see, the spacetime need not be Minkowski: any appropriately causally well-behaved
spacetime will do. There is a more substantial constraint, arising from his appeal to a final boundary
condition: viz. that there should be a well-defined limit to a sequence of probability distributions,
associated with a sequence of successively later and later spacelike hypersurfaces. But as Kent
discusses, there is good reason to think this will be satisfied in favoured cosmological models.
12
Remark: Kent’s focus is on the measurement problem, which he prefers to call the reality
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Kent augments this theory by specifying—all in a suitably Lorentz-invariant way:
(i) an appropriate physical quantity (traditionally ‘observable’; but better:
‘beable’);
(ii) possible temporal sequences of values for it; and
(iii) probabilities for those sequences:
such that the one real world corresponds to one such sequence (taken together, of
course, with the total history of the orthodox unitary evolution of the quantum state,
according to the given theory).
In other words: Kent specifies within the given theory a beable, and thereby a
sample space of its possible values, and histories of values; on which he then defines
a probability measure (in terms of a sequence of final conditions, each given a conventional Born-rule probability), so as to recover both:
(a) the successful standard quantum description of microphysics (in particular:
the principle of superposition and Lorentz-invariance), and
(b) the successful standard classical description of macrophysics, i.e. the emergence of a quasiclassical history.
Thus each total history of the universe is given fundamentally by the conjunction of
(a’) the history throughout time of the quantum state, which evolves unitarily
and Lorentz-invariantly (so (a’) might be called the ‘orthodox part of the history’—
which Everettians claim is the whole history); and
(b’) the history throughout time of the beable’s actual possessed values: i.e.
one specific trajectory through the sample space.
Remark: So far, the broad ‘natural philosophy’ of the proposal seems to be like
the pilot-wave theory: a unitary quantum evolution is conjoined with the history
of the actual possessed values of the beable. Besides, as in the pilot-wave theory:
there is no dynamical back-reaction from the actual possessed value to the quantum
state and-or its evolution. But as we will see in Section 3.2, there are substantial
differences. Overall, the traditional language of ‘hidden variables’ sits ill with Kent’s
ideas (hence his use of ‘beable’), and it will be clearest to forget it until we return to
Outcome Dependence in Section 4.3. More specifically, the principal differences from
pilot-wave theory are:
(i) fundamental Lorentz-invariance (of course);
(ii) a different choice of the beable (not: position), and a different prescription
for how its actual possessed value evolves (not: a deterministic ‘guidance equation’);
(iii) a different prescription for the probabilities of the various possible possessed values (not: the Born-rule applied to the initial values of the beable, and proven
problem, ‘since few physicists now believe that the fundamental laws of nature involve measuring
devices per se or that progress can be made by analysing them’ (2014, 012107-1). Hence the title of
his paper. I agree with his preference for ‘reality problem’ over ‘measurement problem’: but I will
keep to the traditional term, reflecting his wider concern by talking about seeking an ‘interpretation
of quantum theory’.
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equivariant for the unitary evolution).

3.2

The details

The details of Kent’s proposals vary between his three papers. In particular, the first
includes (in its Section II) an extended presentation of an analogous proposal for a
non-relativistic spacetime; and its relativistic proposal differs significantly from the
second and third papers. The second paper gives toy models of photons scattering off
a massive quantum system whose initial wave-function is an archetypal ‘two hump’
superposition (in one spatial dimension) of ‘being on the left’ and ‘being on the right’.
In these models, the photons are treated as point-like objects propagating along lightlike curves, and interacting with the massive quantum system by reflection. The third
paper’s models are more realistic: Kent treats the photons as well as the massive systems quantum mechanically, using the formalism of photon wave mechanics. But in
all three papers, his proposal secures his desired result: that there is, under appropriate circumstances, an ‘effective collapse’ onto one or other location—cf. (b) and
(b’) at the end of Section 3.1.
I will concentrate on the second paper: discussing first, the detailed proposal in
three stages (Section 3.2.1), and then the recovery of a quasiclassical history (Sections
3.2.2 and 3.2.3).
3.2.1

Three stages

The main idea of the choice of beable is, in a word, that it should be mass-energy.
And the main idea about the probabilities of its various values unfolds in three stages:
(i) to consider the orthodox Born-rule probabilities, prescribed by the quantum
state, for mass-energy’s possible values at a suitable late time (i.e. at all points on
a suitable late spacelike hypersurface), though there is no assumption that an actual
physical measurement is made anywhere on this hypersurface; and then
(ii) to take one possible distribution of mass-energy on this hypersurface as a final
boundary condition; and
(iii) to evaluate probabilities for values of mass-energy at an earlier spacetime
point by (a) using the quantum state (for the appropriate time), but also (b) conditioning on the final boundary condition given by (ii).
More precisely:— Kent first recalls that the Tomonaga-Schwinger formalism enables us, given a quantum state |ψ0 i prescribed on some initial spacelike hypersurface
S0 , to define formally the evolved state |ψS i on any hypersurface S in the future of
S0 via a unitary operator US0 S . This formalism enables him to fulfil stage (i) above.
Thus we are to envisage a world in which physics plays out between two hypersurfaces
S0 and S, and a quantum state is given on S0 . We consider the local mass-energy density operators TS (x) for x ∈ S. (So as usual, TS (x) = Tµν (x)η µ (x)η ν (x) where Tµν (x)
is the stress-energy tensor at x, and η is the future-directed unit 4-vector orthogonal
15

to S at x.) Then the quantum state |ψS i ≡ US0 S |ψ0 i prescribes orthodox Born-rule
probabilities for the various possible distributions of values of all these operators. But
of course, there is no need to suppose that a joint measurement of these operators in
fact occurs on S.13
Kent then proposes that one possible mass-energy distribution tS (x) on S is randomly selected, using the Born-rule probability distribution prescribed by |ψS i. That
is: physical reality includes one such distribution. This is stage (ii).
As for stage (iii), i.e. proposing probabilities for the beable mass-energy at a
spacetime point y between S0 and S, Kent proposes that these should be calculated
conditionally on—not the whole final boundary condition—but only on that part of it
that lies outside the future light-cone of the spacetime point y. The effect of this, as
we will see in Section 3.2.2, is that there can be an ‘effective collapse’ of appropriate
superpositions of values of mass-energy at intermediate points y (thus securing the
desired definiteness of macroscopic quantities), thanks to photons scattering differently off the components of the superposition and then later registering differently on
part of the surface S, and so contributing to the final boundary condition. Note that
this collapse is by construction Lorentz-invariant: roughly speaking, a ‘collapse along
the light-cone’.
But before discussing that, here is a summary of stages (i) to (iii), in Kent’s own
words (2015, Section 2 (a)):
We wish to define a generalized expectation value for the stress-energy
tensor at a point y between S0 and S, using post-selected final data tS (x)
on S. More precisely ... we will use the post-selected data tS (x) for all
points x ∈ S outside the future light cone of y, and only for those points.
[Kent labels the set of all these points S 1 (y).]
In words, our recipe is to take the expectation value for Tµν (y) given that
the initial state was |ψ0 i on S0 , conditioned on the measurement outcomes
for TS (x) being tS (x) for x outside the future light cone of y. So, for any
given point y, our calculation ignores the outcomes tS (x) for x inside the
future light cone of y.
[Kent then defines a sequence Si (y) of spacelike hypersurfaces that: (i)
include almost all of S 1 (y), i.e. almost all of the part of S outside the
future light cone of y; and (ii) include y; and (iii) as i → ∞, get ever
closer to that part of the future light cone of y that lies to the past of S.]
Now for any of the Si (y), we can consider the Born rule probability distribution of outcomes of joint measurements of TS (x) (for all x ∈ S ∩ Si (y))
and of Tµν (y). These are calculated in the standard way, taking the initial
13

After expounding stages (i)-(iii), Kent discusses taking S ever later in spacetime, i.e. letting
S go to future infinity; and therefore his proposal needs the probability distributions associated to
ever later S to have an appropriate limit: cf. footnote 11. But I shall not discuss this aspect.
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state |ψ0 i on S0 , unitarily evolving to Si (y), and applying the measurement postulate there. . . . By taking the limit as i → ∞ we obtain a joint
probability density function P (tS (x), tµν (y)) [for x ∈ S 1 (y)]. From this,
we can calculate conditional probabilities and conditional expectations for
tµν (y), conditioned on any set of outcomes for tS (x) (for x ∈ S 1 (y)), in
the standard way.
Our mathematical description of reality, in a hypothetical world in which
physics takes place only between S0 and S and in which the outcomes
tS (x) were randomly selected, is then given by the set of conditional expectations htµν (y)i for each y between S0 and S, calculated as above.
We stress that the calculations for the beables htµν (y)i at each point y
all use the same final outcome data tS (x). However, different subsets of
these data are used in these calculations: for each y, the relevant subset
is {tS (x) : x ∈ S 1 (y)}.
3.2.2

Recovering quantum theory’s empirical success, and a quasiclassical
history

Kent now proceeds to recover both:
(a) the empirical success of standard quantum theory in microphysics; and
(b) a single quasiclassical history in macrophysics: (cf. (a) and (b) at the end
of Section 3.1).
To do so, he relies on the existence of “environmental” ‘particles, or wave packets,
or field perturbations, that travel at light speed’ (2015, Sec 1). But as we shall see,
Kent’s appeal to the “environment” is judiciously different from a mistaken (though
all too common!) appeal to decoherence: in short, he does not make the error of
thinking that an improper mixture is ignorance-interpretable.
Kent’s main idea here can be usefully divided into two parts. The first part can
be briefly stated; the second will occupy the rest of this Subsection. It will require
discussion of decoherence; and this discussion will lead to Kent’s needing two constraints to hold good—discussed in Section 3.2.3. (Kent argues, by considering toy
models (2015, Section 3; 2016, Examples 1-5), that there is good reason to think the
constraints do hold good.)
The first part:— The first part just assumes our universe has such lightlike propagations (I will say ‘photons’, for short) and then applies Section 3.2.1 to them. So the
first part says that these photons, propagating from some point y in the spacetime,
arrive on the later spacelike hypersurface S, and:
(i) by registering there, these photons contribute to the actual values (outcomes
of Kent’s notional measurements) tS (x) for x ∈ S 1 (y), i.e. to the actual mass-energy
density distribution on the hypersurface S;
(ii) by being correlated, according to the unitarily evolving quantum state, with
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other degrees of freedom at y, these photons function as records of those degrees of
freedom; in particular, the relevant subset {tS (x) : x ∈ S 1 (y)} of the actual values
determines the beable htµν (y)i at the point y, i.e. the expectation of Tµν (y) conditional on {tS (x) : x ∈ S 1 (y)}—cf. the end of Section 3.2.1.
The second part:— The second part is less general, and explicitly directed at recovering (a) and (b) above. So it is, inevitably, less systematic than the first part:
Kent supports it with some analyses of toy models (2015, Section 3; 2016, Examples
1-5). To understand this second part, I propose that we think of it as a reconstrual,
within Kent’s framework, of the insight (nowadays universally accepted) of decoherence theory, that:
(i): when a quantum system is very well isolated, so that the very fast, efficient
and ubiquitous process of decoherence, arising when a quantum system interacts with
its environment (e.g. photons, or air molecules), can be avoided or at least postponed:
the interference terms, that are characteristic of the system being in a superposition
rather than a mixture, will persist and characteristic quantum phenomena (like the
iconic interference patterns in the two-slit experiment) will occur; whereas
(ii): when the quantum system is not well isolated from its environment, decoherence will rapidly “diffuse” the interference terms out into the environment: so that
the system’s reduced state is a mixture—and accordingly, one is tempted to say that
a component of the mixture represents a quasiclassical history (more precisely: an
instantaneous slice, or member, of such a history).
But note: Kent’s postulate of a specific beable and its actual values tS (x), and so
of actual values htµν (y)i make this insight, about (i) vs. (ii), play out differently, as
regards conceptual aspects (though not numerical aspects), from the way it usually
plays out when decoherence is invoked in discussions of the measurement problem.
To better understand Kent’s proposal, it will be helpful to spell out these contrasts:
(and as presaged at the end of Section 3.1, Kent’s proposal will be similar in some
respects to the pilot-wave theory). Spelling out these contrasts will also prepare us
for Section 4’s discussion of Outcome Dependence.
Contrasts with ‘decoherence as usual’:— So recall the idea of decoherence: plausible Hamiltonians for the interaction between a quantum system that is comparatively
massive—paradigmatically, the pointer of an apparatus—and another system or systems that is/are comparatively light—paradigmatically, the air molecules or photons
scattering off the pointer—imply that after the interaction, the reduced state (i.e.
density matrix) of the pointer is nearly diagonal in a variable that is a collective
variable encoding information about mass and position. Thus in some models, it is
nearly diagonal in the centre of mass of the pointer. (The reason for the implication
is, broadly speaking, that interaction Hamiltonians are local in position.) This result
prompts two striking and much-discussed suggestions in relation to the measurement
problem. Both will give a contrast with Kent’s proposal (and with the pilot-wave
18

theory).
First: Notice that these models give a dynamical explanation of the salience, or
‘selection’, of a quantity such as the centre of mass of the pointer. The quantity
is not given a special role—e.g., that of always having a value—by some general ab
initio postulate: it is just made salient, or selected, by the nature of the interaction
in question. This marks a contrast with Kent, who postulates a special role for massenergy density and other components of stress-energy. (And as mentioned at the end
of Section 3.1: it marks a contrast with the pilot-wave theory which postulates (in
its usual version) a special role for the position of point-particles.)
Second: The pointer being in a mixture for a quantity such as the centre of mass
suggests the measurement problem is solved! It is tempting to exclaim: surely, it represents the desired mixture, as against superposition, of macroscopically distinguishable configurations! As is nowadays well known, this is a chimera. In d’Espagnat’s
(1976, Chapter 6.2) hallowed terminology: the mixture is ‘improper’ i.e. it is not
ignorance-interpretable—as it would have to be, in order to solve the measurement
problem at one fell swoop, along the lines envisaged.14
But Kent makes no such error. The postulate of a randomly selected final condition, i.e. the postulated fact of one specific mass-energy distribution tS (x) on the
later spacelike hypersurface S, gives a single, definite value to the conditional expectation htµν (y)i. The point here is again similar to the situation for the pilot-wave
theory. It also makes no such error. For according to it (in the usual version), just
one component of the density matrix, in the fundamental position representation,
has the relevant point-particles in its support: thus giving a single, definite position.
(And again, for both Kent and the pilot-wave theory: there is no back-reaction from
the actual, randomly selected, value of the beable to the evolving universal quantum
state.)
To sum up this Subsection: Kent proposes we can achieve the two goals (a) and
(b)—we can recover both (a) the empirical success of standard quantum theory in
microphysics, and (b) a single quasiclassical history in macrophysics—and we can do
so in a Lorentz-invariant way. To do so, we invoke—not: position as a beable—but
14

Though much could be said about this topic, this is not the place: except for two short points,
the first historical and the second conceptual. (1): Though I duly cited d’Espagnat’s clear and
influential presentation of the point, and nowadays the decoherence literature often says it clearly
(e.g. Zeh, Joos et al. (2003, p. 36, 43); Janssen (2008, Sections 1.2.2, 3.3.2)), it is humbling to
recall that Schrödinger already was clear on it in his amazing 1935 papers: cf. especially the analogy
with a school examination (1935, Section 13, p. 335 f.). (2): Although I thus condemn this ‘one fell
swoop’ solution (joining, of course, much wiser authorities including Bell): I of course agree that the
result here—obtaining an improper mixture nearly diagonal in a quantity you ‘want’ to have definite
values—can form an important part of a principled, and clear-headed, solution to the measurement
problem. The obvious example is the modal interpretation, in its early versions from the mid-1990s
(cf. Dieks and Vermaas 1998): which, roughly speaking, proposed as a postulate, going beyond
quantum theory, that the eigenprojections of any system’s density matrix have definite values.
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mass-energy as a beable at a late time (i.e. spacelike hypersurface S) together with
its orthodox Born-rule correlations to the expectation values of components of stressenergy at earlier spacetime points. Lorentz-invariance is respected by appropriately
restricting which part of the entire distribution tS (x) on S is conditioned on, for
determining the expectation value at an earlier spacetime point y.
3.2.3

The recovery needs two constraints to be satisfied

Combining Section 3.2.1’s discussion of Kent’s three stages, and Section 3.2.2’s discussion, we can now see that Kent’s proposal depends on two constraints holding
good. I will call them, (α) and (β). They correspond, respectively, to the goals
(a), ‘accurate microphysics’, and (b), ‘a single macrohistory’, listed at the start of
Section 3.2.2 (and repeated in its final paragraph). But I should of course note that
those goals (and so also the constraints below) are connected, e.g. because we use
the statistics of macrophysical pointers, i.e. facts about the quasiclassical world, to
confirm quantum theory’s description of microphysics.15
(α): Quantum theory’s empirically successful descriptions of microphysical phenomena, e.g. interference patterns in the two-slit experiment:
(i) are recorded in (the expectation values of) mass-energy and other components of stress-energy at appropriate points y in spacetime, e.g. in the positions of
massive pointers in front of a calibrated dial; and
(ii) are thus recorded with statistics that are close to the orthodox Bornrule probabilities prescribed by the quantum textbook, i.e. by the quantum state
ascribed in the standard manner to the measured system (so that indeed, orthodox
applications of quantum theory are vindicated, by Kent’s lights); and
(iii) these textbook probabilities are equal, or close enough, to the probabilities prescribed in Kent’s stage (iii) of Section 3.2.1. Namely: equal or close to a
probability derived by combining:
[i] the correlation (in simple cases: strict or near-strict correlation)
of the relevant component(s) of stress-energy at y with appropriate features of the
final condition tS (x) on S; with
[ii] the orthodox Born-rule probability of those appropriate features
of tS (x): i.e. the probability prescribed by |ψS i, the unitary time-evolute on S of the
universe’s initial state |ψ0 i on S0 .
Three comments on this constraint, (α), before I turn to the second constraint.
First: Note that all three of (α)’s clauses (i)-(iii) are needed in order to link Kent’s
proposed beables, and his proposed probabilities of their values, with quantum theory’s empirical success, and with how we know it (i.e. how we confirm quantum
15

For clarity and simplicity, I will again suppress the need to let the late spacelike hypersurface S
go to future infinity. Cf. footnotes 11 and 13.
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theory by collecting experimental statistics).
Second: In (α)’s clause (iii), we are to consider some single actual value (final
condition: outcome of a notional measurement) tS (x): conditioning on which defines
the beable htµν (y)i at the earlier spacetime point y; (cf. Section 3.2.1’s exposition of
Kent’s stage (iii)). The idea is: the state of the environmental particles (for short:
photons) encodes a value of the beable at y, and later on this gives a contribution
to (i.e. a non-zero component of) the quantum state |ψS i; and, we can suppose, this
contribution survives in the randomly selected actual final condition tS (x) (i.e. tS (x)
actually includes this contribution). Thus the random selection on S actually including this contribution, combined with this contribution’s strict correlation to the value
of the beable at the earlier point y, makes it true that the beable has that value at
y. Cf. also the discussion of constraint (β) below.16
Third: Let us ask: How plausible is it that (α) holds good? Of course, a conclusive assessment is not possible, in the present state of knowledge. After all, recall
from the beginning of Section 3.1 that, quite apart from Kent’s proposals, we lack
a rigorous Lorentz-invariant quantum field theoretic account of interactions. So we
have no rigorous relativistic theory of quantum measurement, and we cannot now
rigorously test clauses (i) and (ii), even though they concern only Born-rule probabilities prescribed by the quantum textbook, i.e. by the standard quantum state of the
measured system. A rigorous test of clause (iii) is even more difficult: it corresponds
to Kent’s stage (iii) of Section 3.2.1, i.e. the calculational algorithm that needs appropriate correlations between beables to be encoded in the universal state |ψS i. So
testing (α)’s clause (iii) amounts to combining, in a realistic, relativistic setting:
[i] the sorts of ideas and formalism used in the physics of measurement-processes
and decoherence (and we must again note sadly that hitherto, this physics is almost
exclusively studied in a non-relativistic setting ...); with
[ii] the sorts of ideas and formalism used in pilot-wave theory’s discussions of
effective quantum states (and conditional wave-functions) whereby one justifies attributing a quantum state (i.e. a wave-function, not merely an improper mixture)
to a subsystem of the universe, in terms of both the universal state and the actual
values of the subsystem’s beables: ideas and formalism that would then be adapted
to Kent’s postulated beables.
Clearly, in the present state of knowledge, the best we can do by way of testing (α) is
to look at various toy models of measurement: for example, with photons scattering
16

So in terms of the formalism: Kent’s idea is like an appeal to one ‘branch’ of the state of
an environmental particle, i.e. one component of its improper mixture, to pick out as factual the
corresponding (strictly correlated) component of the improper mixture of the system of interest.
But only ‘like’, not ‘identical with’ ! As I stressed in Section 3.2.2’s Contrasts with ‘decoherence as
usual’: the difference is that Kent avoids the error of assuming an improper mixture is ignoranceinterpretable. He knowingly postulates the beables, and their probabilities, that secure an actual
quasiclassical history, while avoiding this error.
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off some massive object (thought of as a pointer) and later registering on a hypersurface. This, Kent proceeds to do (2015, Section 3; 2016, Examples 1-5). These models
give detail to the ideas I have sketched here, and in my second comment above. Cf.
also the second constraint that Kent needs, (β)—to which I now turn.
(β): The actual single quasiclassical history in macrophysical terms—the sequence
through time of the values of countless macrophysical quantities (such as whether the
centre of mass of Erwin’s cat’s tail is above the floor and moving (‘alive’ !) or on
the floor and still (‘dead’)), with the sequence obeying approximately classical laws
of motion, and so attesting to the emergent validity of classical physics—is picked
out by the actual mass-energy distribution tS (x) on the late hypersurface S. Here,
‘picked out’ means: the expectation values of components of stress-energy at the
various points y throughout spacetime, that encode the actual single quasiclassical
history, have strict, or nearly strict, Born-rule correlations, according to the calculational algorithm in Kent’s stage (iii), with the actual mass-energy distribution tS (x)
on the late hypersurface S. More precisely, so as to respect the light cone structure:
‘picked out’ means that each expectation value at a point y has such a correlation
with the actual mass-energy distribution tS (x) in that part of S that is outside y’s
future light cone.
Finally, we need to address a question about this constraint, (β): a question which
relates back to my second and third comments on constraint (α). One is bound to
ask:
What, if anything, does Kent’s proposal need to say about the fact that we
cannot now know the actual mass-energy distribution tS (x) on the hypersurface S;
and relatedly, what does it need to say about the fact that we cannot now (or ever)
know more than a tiny fraction of the actual single quasiclassical history?
This question—these two pools of ignorance—prompts two remarks: the first conceptual, the second empirical.
(1): How to represent a definite perception?:— Agreed, these pools of ignorance
do not cause any immediate problem for Kent. Nothing in the exposition above (or
in Kent’s papers) requires us (or anyone) to know the actual mass-energy distribution
tS (x), or even anything substantive about it. Nor, correspondingly, are we or anyone
required to know facts about the actual single quasiclassical history. But . . . there is
an issue here, about how we should conceive the representation in that quasiclassical
history of our knowledge of it—partial, indeed tiny, though that knowledge no doubt
is. Thus suppose that in the actual history, the centre of mass of Erwin’s cat’s tail is
above the floor and moving (i.e. the infernal device did not kill the cat—the actual
world is better than it might have been ...), and Erwin knows this, since he sees the tail
vertical and moving. Then this definite perception, and the knowledge it engenders,
are also part of the actual definite quasiclassical history—and so presumably, Kent
proposes that they are represented by appropriate values of appropriate beables. I do
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not wish here to foist on Kent an account of the relation between mental and physical
states, or even require that he should have some such account. But clearly, there is
an issue to consider. Namely: do definite perceptions (and their consequent states
of belief and knowledge) correspond to values of components of stress-energy, i.e. of
the same beable that Kent has already proposed as sufficient to secure a definite
inanimate macroscopic realm? Or are the subtleties of the mental/physical nexus
such that they correspond to values of some other beable?17
(2): How to assess the constraint?:— But these pools of ignorance do cause a
problem for efforts to assess whether this constraint (β) for ‘recovering a quasiclassical history’ in fact holds good or fails. If we are to assess (β), despite our ignorance,
we will have to somehow simplify and-or idealize, as regards both (1) the final actual
mass-energy distribution and (2) the details of the actual single quasiclassical history.
For both (1) and (2), the obvious strategy is to look at a toy model, including very
simple idealizing assumptions about both the environmental particles and the quasiclassical history. This is of course what Kent does (2015, Section 3; 2016, Examples
1-5). For example, his simpler models assume that ‘photons’ scatter off macroscopic
systems without any recoil by the latter; and that the quasiclassical history consists
just of the locations of one or more macroscopic massive quantum systems that have
zero self-Hamiltonian.
Thus his simplest example, which uses just one spatial dimension, goes roughly
as follows. I will develop this example in Section 4.1, so as to assess Outcome Dependence.
(i) A macroscopic massive quantum system with zero self-Hamiltonian is initially stationary in a two-peak superposition of two locations, call them ‘left’ and
‘right’;
(ii) it then scatters a photon off one peak—and the other, i.e. the photon’s
quantum state after the interaction is itself a two-peak wave-packet (more precisely:
an improper mixture with two equi-weighted components) thus encoding both possible locations of reflection;
(iii) later on, the photon registers on the hypersurface S where—we can suppose—
the randomly selected actual final condition encodes that the photon’s location is such
as to record that it had earlier scattered off the massive system’s left peak, not its
17

Again, there is an interesting comparison with the pilot-wave theory. For my question to Kent is
the analogue of a question sometimes raised about the pilot-wave theory. Namely: does the ‘psychophysical parallelism’ (von Neumann 1932, Chapter VI.1 p. 418f.) between some mental states, such
as states of perceptual knowledge, and some physical states of our sensory organs (e.g. depression
of a touch receptor in my fingertip, or photons impinging on my retina) mean that a perception
being definite—one way rather than another—involves a point-particle being in one wave-packet
rather than another? (For example, cf. Brown and Wallace (2005: Section 7, p. 533-537).) But I
think that on this topic, Kent’s situation is much more comfortable than the pilot-wave theorist’s.
For according to modern psychophysics, it is much more plausible that mental states being one way
rather than another correspond to (i) values of components of stress-energy at locations in the brain
being one way rather another, than to (ii) point-particles being in one location rather than another.
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right one—so that
(iv) applying Kent’s calculational algorithm (especially stage (iii) of Section
3.2.1), the macroscopic massive quantum system is localized on the left: that is, the
beable htµν (y)i is substantially non-zero for y = ‘left’, and is zero, or close to zero,
for y = ‘right’.
So much by way of briefly expounding Kent’s proposal. Obviously, there is a great
deal one could explore here: for example, the detail of Kent’s toy models, and his
suggestions for developing them, or for varying the postulates so as to get ‘cousin’
theories that could differ empirically from quantum theory. But I will now confine
myself to assessing the fate, in Kent’s proposal, of the conditions, Outcome Independence and Parameter Independence. As announced in Section 1, there will be an
interesting analogy with the pilot-wave theory: similar verdicts on Outcome Independence, and—I believe!—on Parameter Independence. And we will see a connection
with some recent no-go, i.e. ‘no hidden-variable’ theorems.

4

Outcome Independence?

I now investigate whether Kent’s proposal satisfies Outcome Dependence. I will argue
that the situation is analogous to that for the pilot-wave theory. As we saw in Section
2.2.3, the pilot-wave theory satisfies Outcome Independence. That is: it is satisfied
at the ‘micro-level’, i.e. the level of hidden variables (particles’ positions). But by
averaging over the hidden variables using, indeed, the orthodox Born-rule probability
distribution, the theory recovers orthodox quantum theory’s Outcome Dependence
at the observable level of experimental statistics (cf. Section 2.2.2, (b)).
Thus I will argue that despite Kent’s proposal being otherwise very different from
the pilot-wave theory, the situation is analogous:
(i) Outcome Independence at the ‘micro-level’, i.e. using probabilities conditioned on a specific value of Kent’s beable, i.e. specific values of the mass-energy
distribution on (appropriate parts of) the late hypersurface S, {tS (x) : x ∈ S}; while
on the other hand, there is:
(ii) Outcome Dependence at the observable level, after averaging over these
values, using the orthodox Born-rule probabilities prescribed by the quantum state
|ψS i ≡ US0 S |ψ0 i on S.
To make this argument, I need to adapt the ideas of Kent’s toy models, as summarized at the end of Section 3.2.3, to a Bell experiment. I will first quote Kent’s
own presentation of his first toy model (Section 4.1). Here I will emphasize that
Kent’s invocation of a final boundary condition is conceptually unproblematic. Then
I adapt the ideas to (a very simple model of) a Bell experiment (Section 4.2). Then
in the last Subsection (Section 4.3), I conclude, as announced in (i) and (ii) above,
that Kent and the pilot-wave theory give similar verdicts about whether Outcome
Independence is obeyed: Yes at the micro-level, No at the observable level. So this
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last Subsection will return us to the language of ‘hidden variables’, which we set aside
in order to expound Kent’s ideas; (cf. the Remark at the end of Section 3.1).

4.1

Kent’s first toy model

Kent presents his first toy model as follows (2015, Section 3). The algebra in this
quotation—in particular, the arguments in the δ-functions describing the positions of
the point-like photons—can be checked by looking at the spacetime diagram (p. 27:
thanks to Bryan Roberts): where X is the position coordinate of the photon.
We consider a toy version of “semi-relativistic” quantum theory, in which
a non-relativistic system interacts with a small number of “photons”. We
treat the photons as following light-like path segments. We model their
interactions with the system as bounces, which alter the trajectory of the
photon. For simplicity, we neglect the effect of these interactions on the
non-relativistic system, and also neglect its wave function spread and selfinteraction, so that in isolation its Hamiltonian Hsys = 0. We simplify
further by working in one spatial dimension, and we take c = 1.
We suppose that the initial state of the system is a superposition of two
separate localized states, ψ0sys = aψ1sys + bψ2sys . Here |a|2 + |b|2 = 1 and
the ψisys are states localized around the points x = xi , with x2 > x1 .
For example, the ψisys could be taken to be Gaussians (but recall that
we are neglecting changes in their width over time). We take |x1 − x2 |
to be large compared to the regions over which the wave functions are
non-negligible. We thus have a crude model of a superposition of two well
separated beams, or of a macroscopic object in a superposition of two
macroscopically separated states.
We suppose that the environment consists of a single photon, initially
unentangled with the system. It is initially propagating rightwards from
the direction x = −∞, so that in the absence of any interaction it would
reach x = x1 at t = t1 and x = x2 at t = t2 = t1 + (x2 − x1 ).
We take the photon-system interaction to have the effect of instantaneously reversing the photon’s direction of travel, while leaving the system unaffected. (As noted above, we neglect the effect on the system: this
violates conservation of momentum but simplifies the overall picture.)
Thus, for t < t1 , the state of the photon-system combination in our model
is
δ(X − x1 − t + t1 )(aψ1sys (Y ) + bψ2sys (Y )) ,
where X, Y are the position coordinates for the photon and system respectively.
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For t1 < t < t2 , the state is
δ(X − x1 + t − t1 )(aψ1sys (Y )) + δ(X − x1 − t + t1 )(bψ2sys (Y )) .
For t > t2 , the state is
δ(X − x1 + t − t1 )(aψ1sys (Y )) + δ(X − x2 + t − t2 )(bψ2sys (Y )) .
The possible outcomes of a (fictitious) stress-energy measurement at a
late time t = T  t2 are thus either finding the photon heading along the
first ray X = x1 + t1 − t and the system localized in the support of ψ1sys ,
or finding the photon heading along the second ray X = x2 + t2 − t and
the system localized in the support of ψ2sys .
Suppose, for example, we consider a real world defined by the first outcome. Our rules for constructing the system’s beables imply that, for
t < 2t1 − t2 , and for x = x1 or x2 , we condition on none of these outcomes,
since all of them correspond to observations within the future light cone.
Up to this time, then, the mass density beables for the system are distributed according to |ψ sys (Y )|2 , with a proportion |a|2 localized around
Y = x1 and a proportion |b|2 localized around Y = x2 .
For 2t1 − t2 < t < t1 , the observation of the photon on the first ray is
outside the future light cone of the component of the system localized at
x2 , but not outside the future light cone of the component localized at x1 .
This gives us mass density beables distributing a proportion |a|2 of the
total system mass around x1 , but zero mass density beables around x2 .
For t > t1 , the observation is outside the future light cone of both localized
components of the system. This gives us mass density beables distributing
the full system mass around x1 , and zero around x2 .
In other words, in the picture given by the beables, the system is a combination of two mass clouds with appropriate Born rule weights initially,
and “collapses” to a single cloud containing the full mass after t > t1 .
This quotation illustrates Kent’s proposal well. To sum up: We suppose the real
world is defined by the first outcome. That is: the photon that entered from the left
(flying rightwards) reflects from x1 at t1 , and registers on the given time slice t = T
(which is much later: T  t2 > t1 ). Given this outcome, there is zero-mass around
x2 , in our frame, at all the times t for which the photon hits (while flying leftwards)
the time slice t = T outside the future light cone of (x2 , t). That is: at all times t
later than 2t1 − t2 : a semi-infinite period. During the first part of this period—to
be precise: for t1 > t > 2t1 − t2 — the photon hitting the t = T time slice is still
inside the future light cone of (x1 , t). It is only after t1 , i.e. when t > t1 , that hitting
the much later slice is outside the future light cone of (x1 , t). Thus the ‘collapse’ to
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zero-mass around x2 happens, in our frame, before the ‘collapse’ to full-mass around
x1 happens.

}
}
Finally, we must beware of beguiling words! Thus it is tempting to say things
like: the photon registering on the late spacelike hypersurface records that it reflected from one peak of the superposition, rather than the other. If such statements
are read without their usual temporal connotations, they are indeed innocent: they
suggest that there is (in a timeless or ‘block-universe’ sense of ‘is’) an actual fact as
to which reflection happens—and agreed, on Kent’s proposal, there is such a fact.
It is made true by the actual final condition: a final condition which is a matter of
happenstance, of random selection (though not of an actual measurement). Thus in
the preceding paragraph, my verbs like ‘registers’, ‘hitting’ and ‘happens’, are all to
be read without temporal connotations: as what philosophers call ‘tenseless’ verbs,
despite their syntactic form being the same as present-tensed verbs.18
But beware: such statements (especially words like ‘registering’, and ‘records
that it reflected’) normally do carry temporal, indeed causal, connotations. So they
suggest—not just that there is an actual fact as to which reflection happens (where
‘happens’ is tenseless!): which is true on Kent’s proposal—but that:
18

There is nothing suspect about such tenseless verbs. They are not a philosophers’ fiction or
contrivance: the verbs in proverbs, e.g. ‘a stich in time saves nine’, and in pure mathematics, e.g.
‘1 + 1 = 2’, are tenseless.
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(i) this actual fact is independent of the selection of the actual final condition;
and even that
(ii) it was ‘made true’, or ‘settled’, before the time of the final condition.
And (i) and (ii) are, according to Kent, false. As I said in Section 3.2.3’s second
comment on the constraint (α): the randomly selected actual final condition makes
it true that the beable has its value (the value it in fact has) at the earlier time. And
in this last claim, the verbs are tenseless!
With this warning in mind, I submit that Kent’s invoking a final boundary condition is conceptually unproblematic.

4.2

A Kentian toy model of a Bell experiment

Let us now adapt the ideas of Section 4.1 to give a toy model of a Bell experiment. I
will use the obvious analogy with pilot-wave descriptions of such experiments that use
Stern-Gerlach magnets to measure spin. Recall from the summary in Section 2.2.3
that the pilot-wave theory makes precise the two possible outcomes—spin being ‘up’
or ‘down’ in the direction concerned—in a straightforward way: by the point-particle
being ‘up’ or ‘down’ relative to the bifurcation plane.
Kent’s proposal makes outcomes precise in a similar way. Agreed: his proposed
beable is—not an always-existing (and continuously and deterministically evolving)
point-particle position, but—roughly speaking, localized mass (or mass-energy) density. But this means that he can represent the two ‘latent’ outcomes of a spin measurement by a superposition of two separate localized states, ψ0sys = aψ1sys +bψ2sys —just
like the initial state of the massive system in Section 4.1. And the occurrence of a
single definite outcome, in the one actual world, is to be represented by a photon
registering on the late spacelike hypersurface (i.e. by the random selection of the
actual final condition) and so recording that it reflected from one peak rather than
the other.19
To spell this toy model out a little, I assume that we again idealize by using
just one spatial dimension. So let the locations x1 and x2 , as in Kent’s model (so
with x2 > x1 ), now be in the left-wing of the experiment. The representations of
the two possible outcomes of a spin (or polarization) measurement on the massive
quantum system entering the left wing (‘the L-system’) are the localization of mass
density around x1 and x2 respectively. Again, the analogy is with how a SternGerlach magnet makes the point-particle’s position represent its spin. But I idealize
by having just one spatial dimension, so that there is no bifurcation plane. And I will
not try to represent alternative settings (parameters, components of spin) for the spin
measurement: that will only become a topic in Section 5’s discussion of Parameter
19

Here again, the words ‘registering’, and ‘recording that it reflected’, are to be understood tenselessly, in line with the warning at the end of Section 4.1. That is: there is indeed an actual fact as
to which reflection happens (tenselessly!). But this fact is not independent of, nor is it ‘made true’
or ‘settled’ before the time of, the actual final condition.
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Independence.
Of these two possible outcomes, one rather than the other occurs, in accordance
with the actual final condition including a photon registering at a place on the late
hypersurface t = T that records a previous reflection off one peak rather than the
other.
So much by way of describing the left-wing of the experiment. To describe the
other wing, we assume there is also another massive system, the R-system, located far
along the x-axis, and entangled with the the L-system. So: considering only spatial
degrees of freedom (suppressing spin degrees of freedom), and ignoring how to treat
the various possible settings (parameters) of measurement apparatuses, the initial
joint quantum state can be written as (with YL , YR for the spatial coordinates of the
left- and right-systems, respectively):
aψ1 (YL )ψ4 (YR ) + bψ2 (YL )ψ3 (YR )

(4.1)

where x3 and x4 are located far along the x-axis, i.e. x3 >> x1 , x2 and x4 >> x1 , x2 ,
and with x3 < x4 ; and where each factor wave-function ψi has support in a small
neighbourhood of xi . This state correlates the two systems’ positions: there is Bornrule probability |a|2 of their being in their respective outer positions (i.e. x1 and
x4 ) and Born-rule probability |b|2 of their being in their respective inner positions
(i.e. x2 and x3 ). (This anti-correlation—i.e. the fact that one particle gets localized
at its left alternative iff the other gets localized at its right alternative—is of course
a simple analogue of the anti-correlation of spin results for parallel settings, on the
singlet state of two spin-half particles.)
Now recall that Kent’s first toy model, reviewed in Section 4.1, had one photon
that (i) initially propagated rightwards from x = −∞, but (ii) was supposed, by way
of an example, to register ‘left enough, soon enough’ in the actual final condition so
as to imply an earlier reflection at x1 rather than x2 .
So in the Bell experiment, we can imagine, in a similar way, two photons:
(a) one initially propagating rightwards from x = −∞, and as in Section 4.1, later
registering ‘left enough, soon enough’ in the actual final condition so as to imply an
earlier reflection at x1 rather than x2 .
(b) one initially propagating leftwards from x = +∞, and later registering ‘right
enough, soon enough’ in the actual final condition so as to imply an earlier reflection
at x4 rather than x3 .
So (a) and (b) specify the joint quantum system’s outcome as: each component
system is localized in its outer position, i.e. the L-system gets localized at x1 (its left
alternative) and the R-system gets localized at x4 (its right alternative).
So much by way of adapting the ideas of Kent’s first toy model to give a (very!) toy
model of a Bell experiment. Of course, other more complicated, less idealized models,
are possible. But I have said enough to yield a verdict about Outcome Independence.
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4.3

Outcome Independence at the ‘micro-level’, but not at
the observable level

All the pieces are now in place. We only need to combine:
(a): Section 3.2.3’s constraint (α), especially clause (iii), and constraint (β);
with
(b): Kent’s postulated beables making precise, viz. as localizations of massenergy, the outcomes of measurements in Section 4.2’s toy model of a Bell experiment.
Combining (a) and (b), the analogy with the verdicts given by pilot-wave theory (Section 2.2.3) will be obvious.

4.3.1

The micro-level

Let us begin at the ‘micro-level’. That is: we fix attention on the actual (but of course
unknown) final condition tS (x) on the late hypersurface S in a universe where a Bell
experiment is performed at a much earlier time, but after an initial hypersurface S0 .
As stressed in Section 3.2.1: there is no claim that any measurement is made anywhere
on the hypersurface S. The idea is rather that the actual final condition is part of
the one real world: a part that by its orthodox quantum correlations (both strict
and not strict) with earlier events, contributes to specifying the world—in particular,
it specifies a quasiclassical history. Besides, it does so in a Lorentz-invariant way,
thanks to Kent’s calculational algorithm respecting the light-cone structure.
More precisely, in light of footnotes 12 and 14: There is not a single selected late
hypersurface S; but rather, Kent postulates that:
(i) there is a well-defined limit to the distributions over all possible final conditions associated with an appropriate sequence of successively later hypersurfaces;
and that
(ii) one element of the sample space on which the limiting distribution is
defined—one ‘outcome’ in the jargon of probability theory (not our jargon!)—is actual; and this ‘outcome’, by its orthodox quantum correlations with various events
throughout spacetime, specifies a quasiclassical history—including outcomes in our
sense of macroscopic experimental results, such as pointer-readings.
But as in Section 3, I will set aside this subtlety, and talk of an actual final condition
on the hypersurface S, not the less intuitive ‘outcome’ (ii) in a vast sample space.
So we wish to consider probabilities about events pertaining to the experiment,
that are prescribed by the universal quantum state, but conditional on this actual
final condition. In this endeavour, we will be guided by the evident analogy with
the pilot-wave theory. Namely: Kent’s actual final condition is like the pilot-wave
theorist’s actual possessed positions of all the point-particles; and we wish to calculate
probabilities from, i.e. conditional on, both the orthodox quantum state and this
extra ‘micro-level’ information. Besides, the future-and-past determinism of unitary
dynamics means that, although the pilot-wave theory usually bases its description
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of time-evolution on an initial quantum state and initial particle positions, it could
instead use the final quantum state and final particle positions—a ‘temporal direction’
of description like Kent’s.
Thus, we recall the second paragraph of Section 3.2.1’s quotation from Kent: ‘our
recipe is to take the expectation value for Tµν (y) given that the initial state was
|ψ0 i on S0 , conditioned on the [notional] measurement outcomes for TS (x) being [the
actual] tS (x) for x outside the future light cone of y’. But we now need to amend the
discussion so as to consider events, not at one spacetime point intermediate between
S0 and S (labelled y in Section 3.2.1), but at four.
So we replace the spacetime point labelled y, and its neighbourhood, by four
appropriately chosen spacetime points and the regions around each of them. Their
spatial coordinates will be given in Section 4.2’s notation as YL = x1 , YL = x2 , YR =
x3 , YR = x4 , where YL (YR ) is the position coordinate of the Bell experiment’s Lsystem (R-system) respectively (cf. eq. 4.1). And their temporal coordinates are
chosen to match when (one run of!) the experiment is in fact performed. (So one expects the two left, respectively two right, spacetime points to be nearly simultaneous;
and to arrange the pair of left points to be spacelike separated from the pair of right
points.)
Let us suppose that in this run of the experiment the ‘outer’, x1 and x4 , outcomes
in fact occur in the quasiclassical history specified by the actual final condition tS (x).
That is: tS (x) on S encodes that just after the run is completed, the L-system is
localized (tenseless!) around YL = x1 , and the R-system is localized (again, tenseless)
around YR = x4 ; where this encoding is done by tS (x) describing photons registering
in appropriate locations of S. To return to our example with one spatial dimension,
described at the end of Section 4.2: the idea is that:
(a) a photon registers on S so far to the left as to imply that it earlier reflected
at x1 rather than at x2 , while
(b) another photon registers on S so far to the right as to imply that it earlier
reflected at x4 rather than at x3 .
So the idea is that if we condition orthodox quantum probabilities for experimental
outcomes on all this (very rich!) information in tS (x), the probabilities will become
trivial, i.e. 0 or 1. And so they will factorize. On our supposition, we shall obtain
probability 1 for each of the two ‘outer’, x1 and x4 , outcomes.
To use the language of hidden variable theories: the theory is deterministic. That
is: Kent’s proposal, as spelt out in this toy model—with its strict correlations between
where on S a photon registers, and where the massive system has its mass-energy
localized—is past-deterministic in the sense that in an individual run of the experiment, the later facts about photon registration, taken together with facts about the
quantum state, imply with certainty what the earlier outcomes were. So Outcome
Independence is satisfied. Again, the situation is analogous to pilot-wave theory, with
its familiar, present-to-future, kind of determinism: in that theory, the earlier facts
about particle positions, taken together with facts about the quantum state, imply
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with certainty what the later outcomes will be. Besides, as I noted five paragraphs
above: the analogy can be strengthened. For the pilot-wave theory can instead use
the final condition (of particle positions and quantum state), not the initial condition.

4.3.2

The observable level

I turn to the observable, i.e. experimental, level. You might say that Kent’s proposal
obeying Outcome Dependence (i.e. violation of eq. 2.5 of Section 2.2.1) at this
level is simply to be expected since, as we have seen (especially in Section 3.2.2 and
3.2.3), Kent’s proposal is designed to match the experimental probabilities of quantum
theory—which obey Outcome Dependence. But this dismissal would be too quick,
for two reasons. (Both of them are about getting a better understanding of Kent’s
proposal.) First: Kent gives a precise meaning to ‘outcome’ in terms of localizations
of mass-energy, and a calculational algorithm for probabilities of outcomes; so it
is an important consistency check on his ideas to see that these lead to Outcome
Dependence. Second: conducting this check provides an interesting comparison with
the pilot-wave theory.
So I return to the earlier discussion (at the end of Section 3.2.3) about the fact
that we of course do not know the final condition, and never will know it: and indeed,
we will never know more than a tiny fraction of the actual single quasiclassical history.
I think Kent’s proposal about this is natural; (compare clause (iii) of the first
constraint, (α), in Section 3.2.3). Namely, he proposes that:
(1) one should average over the possible final mass-energy distributions tS (x)
on S—and do this averaging with their Born-rule probabilities as prescribed by the
final quantum state |ψS i; and
(2) it is these averaged probabilities that are equal, or close enough, to the
probabilities given by what I called the quantum textbook.
In other words: clause (iii) of constraint α is interpreted as: these textbook probabilities are (nearly) equal to a mixture of probabilities with (a) each component of the
mixture conditioned on one of the various possible tS (x) (on the part of S outside the
relevant point’s future light cone); and with (b) each component weighted with the
orthodox Born-rule probability, prescribed by |ψS i, of its tS (x). To sum up: Kent
proposes averaging over the possible final mass-energy distributions with their Bornrule probabilities, so as to recover the experimentally confirmed orthodox quantum
probabilities.
Again, there is an evident analogy with the pilot-wave theory. It also recovers
these probabilities by averaging over the values of its hidden variable, and by doing
this averaging with the values’ Born-rule probabilities. But agreed, there is also a
difference: we have a much more detailed understanding of how the pilot-wave theory
recovers orthodox quantum probabilities—indeed, so successfully that it is usually
considered empirically equivalent to orthodoxy, at least for non-relativistic physics—
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than we do of how Kent’s proposal does so.20 Hence our answer to question (2) at
the end of Section 3.2.3: that one must, as Kent does, investigate toy models.
The upshot as regards Outcome Independence (eq. 2.5 of Section 2.2.1) is clear.
In so far as we are confident that Kent’s proposal recovers orthodox quantum probabilities at the observable level, it of course satisfies Outcome Dependence at that
level. Besides, since Outcome Dependence is an inequation, not an equation: even
if the recovery is not exact, i.e. there are systematic differences, so that Kent’s proposal is an empirical rival to orthodox quantum theory, not an interpretative addition
to it: nevertheless, Kent’s proposal probably satisfies Outcome Dependence at the
observable level.

5

Parameter Independence?

So much for Outcome Dependence. What about Parameter Independence: does it
hold in Kent’s proposal?
The first point to make is that as we saw in Section 4.3, we should distinguish (as
the pilot-wave theory does) between:
(i) the ‘micro-level’, i.e. probabilities conditioned on specific final boundary
conditions of Kent’s kind; and
(ii) an observable level, obtained by averaging over these boundary conditions: which is expected to match, or nearly match, orthodox quantum probabilities—
though of course, this match should not just be assumed, but should be checked.
Assessing Parameter Independence, at either of these levels, is a substantive task:
and not just because proving a universally quantified equation is harder than proving
an existentially quantified inequation. Again, it is a matter of seeing how Kent’s
proposals for beables and their probabilities mesh with the formalism of standard
quantum theory. Thus one needs to explicitly model in a Kentian fashion both:
(a) different choices of apparatus-setting (parameter) on one wing (the right
wing in eq. 2.4 of Section 2.2.1), and
(b) non-selective measurement, (i.e. defining the left-wing marginal probability by summing probabilities of the various possible right-wing outcomes).
A Kentian model of (a) will involve photons scattering off the apparatus’ knob that
sets which quantity gets measured, and registering a long time later on the late hypersurface; so that the actual, randomly selected, final condition encodes the setting.
Then in order to model (b), the probabilities dependent on reflection from “which
knob-setting” will need to be combined with Section 4.3’s probabilities dependent on
reflection from “which outcome, i.e. mass-energy lump”.
As stressed in Section 2.2.1 after eq. 2.2, and at the end of Section 4.1, there is
20

This difference implies no criticism of Kent: the pilot-wave theory is long-established, and
most expositions of its recovery of orthodoxy do not involve any cosmological, and so inevitably
speculative, considerations of the kind Kent’s proposal must tangle with.
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nothing problematic or suspicious about a final condition encoding a knob-setting;
nor about probabilities depending on such a setting. But writing down a model
incorporating (a) and (b) is a substantive task. It is not obvious how such an explicit
model would relate to standard quantum theory’s no-signalling theorem, and more
generally to the commutation of quantities. So I leave all this for another occasion!
But as announced in Section 1: recent theorems by Colbeck and Renner (made
rigorous by Landsman), and by Leegwater, say (roughly speaking!) that, under some
apparently natural extra assumptions: any theory that supplements orthodox quantum theory, in the sense of recovering orthodox Born-rule probabilities by averaging
over other probabilities, must violate either a so-called ‘no-conspiracy’ assumption,
or Parameter Independence. (Again: ‘no-conspiracy’ is an unfair label, since there
need be nothing conspiratorial or problematic about a violation.) So Kent’s proposal
needs to be compared with these theorems, with a view to assessing which of their
assumptions it satisfies, and which it violates (and maybe we will need to add: under
which disambiguations). Besides, as Section 4.3’s discussion brought out: Kent’s proposal’s probabilities at the micro-level, i.e. probabilities conditioned on a specific final
boundary condition, are not equal to orthodox Born-rule probabilities. So indeed, his
proposal supplements quantum theory in the relevant sense; and so the proposal must
violate one or more of the assumptions of these theorems. And since Leegwater’s theorem seems to dispense with the need for Colbeck and Renner’s extra assumptions,
we infer that Kent’s proposal must violate either the no-conspiracy assumption, or
Parameter Independence (at the micro-level), or both.
Properly working out which it violates must wait for another occasion. I will just,
in Section 5.1, discuss the suggestion that it obeys the no-conspiracy assumption, and
so must violate Parameter Independence. Then in Section 5.2, I make a final point,
again based on these theorems: in effect, a peace-pipe to smoke with my dedicatee,
Abner Shimony. Namely: these theorems, especially Leegwater’s theorem, promote
peaceful coexistence of the kind Shimony sought.

5.1

The theorems of Colbeck and Renner, and of Leegwater:
Parameter Dependence at the micro-level?

Colbeck and Renner claim to show that, under certain assumptions, ‘no extension of
quantum theory can have improved predictive power’ (2011, 2012). The idea here of
‘no improved predictive power’ means, in the usual language of ‘hidden variables’, that
the hidden variables are otiose, or trivial. A bit more precisely: if the hidden variable
‘underpinning’ of quantum theory is to recover orthodox Born-rule probabilities by
probabilistic averaging over hidden variables using a measure µψ dependent on the
quantum state ψ, then (under certain assumptions) the hidden variables are trivial
in the following sense. The probability prescribed by any hidden variable λ for any
outcome for a measurement of any quantity (and in any context of simultaneously
measuring some other quantities) is the same as the orthodox Born-rule probability—
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except perhaps for a set of hidden variables λ of zero µψ -measure.
This is a stunning no-go result against a hidden variable underpinning of quantum probabilities, especially since the needed assumptions look natural enough; and
indeed, Colbeck and Renner’s proof-method is dazzlingly inventive. But their derivations are heuristic, rather than rigorous; and unsurprisingly, they prompted scrutiny,
and even criticism. One concern was that their ‘freedom of choice’ assumption (about
experimenters being free to choose what to measure) in fact encoded Parameter Independence. Indeed, anyone familiar with the pilot-wave theory will suspect that
Parameter Independence is ‘in there somewhere among’ Colbeck and Renner’s assumptions. For in the pilot-wave theory, the hidden variables, i.e. the point-particles’
positions, are certainly not otiose in the above sense, and they violate Parameter Independence (cf. Section 2.2.3). Agreed, this concern might be met by simply admitting
Parameter Independence as an explicit assumption.
But there were also other concerns about Colbeck and Renner’s derivations:
(a) other assumptions, and the proof itself, needed to be formulated more rigorously;
(b) although these other assumptions (i) look natural enough, even when formulated rigorously, and (ii) are obeyed by quantum theory (in the sense of substituting
the quantum state ψ for the schematic hidden variable λ, just as we did in Section
2.2.2), nevertheless: a hidden variable advocate might well doubt them—just as there
is a noble precedent, viz. the pilot-wave theory, for denying Parameter Independence.
Of course, I cannot pursue all the topics that arise from the scrutiny of Colbeck
and Renner’s result. I will confine myself to reporting two main points: combining
them will then lead directly to my conclusion about Kent.
First: Landsman has fully addressed concern (a) (while also emphasizing (b)).
That is: he has given a mathematically rigorous statement of the assumptions, and
a correspondingly rigorous proof of the theorem (2015; 2017, Chapter 6.6).
Second: Leegwater (2016) has a significantly different but also rigorous theorem
that is a ‘cousin’ of the Colbeck and Renner theorem, as made rigorous by Landsman.
Indeed, Leegwater manages to dispense with all the extra assumptions in (b) above,
as clarified by Landsman, except for one: viz. the ‘no-conspiracy’ assumption, that
the measure used to average over the hidden variables so as to recover Born-rule
probabilities—while of course it can depend on ψ, as above—must be independent
of which quantity, or quantities, are (chosen to be) measured. (We already saw this
assumption way back in Section 2.2.1, in the discussion after eq. 2.2.) Thus Leegwater
proves that Parameter Independence and ‘no-conspiracy’, taken together, are enough
to imply that the hidden variables must be otiose or trivial in the sense above (2016:
Theorem 1, p. 21). This is a stunning no-go result.21
21

Furthermore, Leegwater allows the measure over hidden variables to depend on more than just
the quantum state (although not which quantity is measured). For example, it can depend on the
specific method that was used to prepare the state.
I stress that discerning the no-conspiracy assumption is not original to me: Landsman and Leeg-
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Thus, putting the two points together: while Colbeck and Renner gave a dazzlingly inventive but heuristic derivation, the papers by Landsman and Leegwater are
also dazzling examples—of mathematical invention, as well as rigour.
What is the upshot as regards Kent? At first sight, it seems that his proposal does
satisfy no-conspiracy. For he averages over the possible values of his hidden variables,
i.e. over the possible final boundary conditions, with the Born-rule probabilities given
by the final universal quantum state |ψS i. And |ψS i is independent of which quantity,
or quantities, were previously measured, even though it is the universal state. Agreed:
there is a fact about which quantity got measured (and about what the outcome was),
according to Kent’s recovery of a quasiclassical world (Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). But
these facts leave no ‘mark’ on—have no back-reaction on—the universal quantum
state, which always evolves unitarily. Thus in the Schrödinger picture, |ψS i gets, at
an intermediate time when an experiment is set up, components (non-zero amplitudes)
for various possible choices of quantity (settings) and, soon thereafter, components
for various possible outcomes. (Think, if you will, of an Everettian’s description of the
setting-up, and performance, of a run of an experiment: the components correspond
to the Everettian’s branches.) So it seems that Kent’s proposal satisfies no-conspiracy;
and so, thanks to Leegwater’s theorem, must violate Parameter Independence at the
micro-level—giving a clear analogy with the pilot-wave theory.22
But on reflection, it is not clear that Kent’s proposal obeys no-conspiracy in the
relevant sense, i.e. for the measure used in deriving a Bell inequality (cf. Section
2.2.1: here, I am indebted to Gijs Leegwater). For a priori, this measure need not
be the Born-rule probabilities given by the final universal quantum state |ψS i. In
particular: since (we can presume) a Kentian toy model of a Bell experiment makes
the final condition “rich enough” to determine which quantity was measured earlier,
the relevant measures for different settings may have disjoint supports. In short:
about Parameter Independence, the jury is still out.

5.2

Mandatory peaceful coexistence? A peace-pipe for Shimony

I end with one last, happy, point: in effect, a peace-pipe to smoke with my dedicatee,
Abner Shimony. Namely: these theorems, especially Leegwater’s theorem, promote
water are perfectly clear that they make this assumption, even though it is not given a formal label or
acronym (Landsman 2015, p. 122103-2, assumption CQ and its footnote 14; 2017, p. 221, Definition
6.20 and following text; Leegwater, 2016, p. 21 footnote 7 and its preceding text).
22
Note the obvious contrast with the dynamical reduction programme, i.e. with the view that the
universal quantum state evolves non-unitarily, collapsing appropriately throughout history so as to
yield a quasiclassical world (cf. footnote 1 and Section 5.2). On that view, the quasiclassical world
no doubt includes which quantity, or quantities, are measured at all the various times, and so the
final universal quantum state certainly will depend on such facts. So in such a universe, a Kentian
algorithm applied to the final condition would violate no-conspiracy.
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peaceful coexistence of the kind Shimony sought—while leaving us plenty of work for
the future, even if we join Shimony in favouring some process of dynamical reduction.
For recall that their gist is that Parameter Independence is enough to ban hidden
variable supplementations. Thus Shimony’s overall view of non-locality—accepting
Outcome Dependence so as to avoid a Bell inequality, and seeing no reason not to
endorse Parameter Independence—turns out, by dint of the hard work of these theorems, to lead to ‘unsupplemented’ quantum theory.
This is an important strengthening of the argument for peaceful coexistence. For
the traditional Bell-Shimony argument is, essentially, that Parameter Independence
and empirical adequacy for the Bell experiment imply Outcome Dependence: and we
then worry about whether Outcome Dependence really satisfies the spirit of relativity (Bell himself thinking ‘No’; cf. Section 1). But these new theorems imply that
Parameter Independence and empirical adequacy (admittedly: in other nonlocality
experiments—but ones where we are confident of quantum theory) imply ‘unsupplemented’ quantum theory: a much stronger conclusion that Outcome Dependence—
which, in a relativistic world, amounts to mandatory peaceful coexistence.
Of course, this conclusion is not the last word. This new peaceful coexistence may
be mandatory, given just Parameter Independence. But one naturally wants it to be
spelt out in more detail: a project which, I argued in Section 2.3, eventually requires
a solution, or at least a sketched solution, of the measurement problem.
To honour Shimony’s memory, I shall end by briefly discussing this in relation to
his preferred approach: dynamical reduction (i.e. non-unitary evolution for strictly
isolated systems; cf. the references in footnote 1), rather than postulating extra values
for quantities, as in the pilot-wave theory.
At first sight, this conclusion sits well with Shimony’s preference. After all, dynamical reduction models do not try to recover the Born-rule probabilities of outcomes
by probabilistically averaging over a hidden variable. But there is a subtlety, indeed
work to be done, hereabouts. For one can think of such a model as recovering probabilities of outcomes by probabilistic averaging over realizations of the stochastic noise,
i.e. over how the stochastic noise ‘happens to go’. For recall that once given:
(i) an initial quantum state ψ, and
(ii) a choice of measured quantity Q, and more specifically
(iii) an apparatus in a specified state, and a total Hamiltonian for the joint system
comprising micro-system and apparatus; then
each realization of the noise leads to one definite measurement outcome.
So thinking of each realization as a hidden variable λ, these hidden variables are
deterministic; so they are certainly not trivial in these theorems’ sense. But the measure used in the probabilistic averaging over realizations is judiciously (brilliantly!)
defined so as to be sensitive to ψ’s Born-rule probabilities for values of Q, in just such
a way as to recover the Born-rule probabilities for outcomes of the measurement process. Thus the measure depends on which quantity is chosen to be measured. So the
point here is that the theorems of Colbeck, Renner and Leegwater are evaded in the
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sense that their ‘no-conspiracy’ assumption, that the measure over hidden variables
be independent of the quantity measured, is violated.
But again, this is not the last word. Clearly, there is work to be done here, relating
the notions of one’s favoured dynamical reduction model to the notions and assumptions of the theorems. In particular: suppose one considers instead the measures over
the noise that are independent of the quantity measured, and even independent of the
quantum state—which are, after all, explicitly there in the formalism of dynamical
reduction models. Yet it still seems reasonable to think of the model as underpinning
orthodox quantum probabilities, with each realization of the noise being a (deterministic) hidden variable. So one faces the question: what assumptions of the theorems of
Colbeck, Renner and Leegwater are now violated? Perhaps Parameter Independence?
Work for the future!

6

Summary

My topic has been whether there can be ‘peaceful coexistence’ between quantum
theory and special relativity; and in particular, Shimony’s hope that Outcome Dependence would show a way—maybe the best or only way—to secure it.
In Section 2, I rehearsed the issues, and concluded sceptically that accepting
Outcome Dependence is far from enough to get peaceful coexistence. In short, one
needs a relativistic solution to the quantum measurement problem: given such a
solution, one can then assess whether Outcome Independence fails—and agreed, one
would expect it to fail.
Then I turned to one proposed solution: i.e. one realist one-world Lorentzinvariant interpretation of quantum theory—namely Kent’s recent proposal (2014,
2015, 2016). I first reported his main ideas (Section 3). Then in Section 4, I spelt out
how, with his proposed beable making precise what is an outcome of a measurement,
his interpretation is like the pilot-wave theory, in that it satisfies Outcome Independence at the micro-level, and (presumably) Outcome Dependence at the observable
level.
Then in Section 5, I reported recent remarkable theorems by Colbeck, Renner and
Leegwater which bear on whether his interpretation obeys Parameter Independence
at the micro-level. And I argued that these theorems make some kind of peaceful
coexistence mandatory for someone who, like Shimony, endorses Parameter Independence.
So the upshot is that Shimony’s hope for peaceful coexistence is alive and well.
But to come true, it will need more than a judicious choice of which assumption of
a Bell theorem to deny. It will probably need an agreed relativistic solution to the
quantum measurement problem. In seeking such agreement, we need both to assess
proposed solutions like Kent’s, and to analyse the constraints on the solution implied
by general theorems like those of Colbeck, Renner and Leegwater.
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